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VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT
PRAY, PRAY, PRAY

Pray for the church, the kids ministry, the kids in the buildings, and those families in the

mission field. Ask God to give you eyes to see gifts in those who connect with children

and their families well.

 

BE PICKY

Don't be okay with "any warm body" that will say yes to your begging. We don't work out

of a scarcity mentality!

 

FACE TO FACE INVITATION

No texts, no phone calls, no emails, and no blanket announcements from the pulpit. Seek

out individuals you've intentionally identified as possible KidsMin volunteers. Notice it's an

invitation, not an ask, favor, or pleading. Invite them to join you in sharing God's love to

kids and their families. Here's a sample: "Hi ___! I've noticed that you just light up when

you're around kids, and the kids really seem to love you too! I can tell that God has

gifted you to connect with kids. Would you be interested in joining us this upcoming

school year as a Sunday School teacher?"

 

SPREAD THE LOVE

It’s tempting to ask our highest capacity leaders to do everything because we can rely

on them. But if we do that, they’ll burn out. Broaden your horizons - find the right person

for the right task, not just the most well-known or highest capacity. The more volunteers,

the less you risk burnout because they don’t have to work as hard or often. If you can

promise a person they would only need to serve two out of four weeks because there's a

teaching rotation, they're more likely to say yes! You may even recruit folks who are

willing to serve as subs only. That's super helpful.

 

TRAIN INTENTIONALLY

Many times, people hesitate to say yes because they've had a past experience in which

they did not feel well-equipped or confident in their role. As you're recruiting, promise

them that you will be there for them as a resource and to train. After your training

session, volunteers should feel like they could do it with their eyes closed!
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TRAINING OUTLINE
As volunteers enter, have upbeat music playing, snacks available, and greet them at the door. Have

them pick up the handouts included, and ask them to fill out the volunteer information sheet and return

to you.

 

INTRODUCTION + PRAYER

"Hi, I'm _______, and I'm the KidsMin Director. Thank you for volunteering your time and energy into

Kingdom affairs. Your presence and spiritual guidance will help shape each child’s relationship with

God in tremendous ways, and it will impact them for the rest of their lives. During this training session

we will go over the KidsMin schedule for the year and curriculum, and we will establish a covenant

between us so that we will have clear expectations. The goal for this meeting is that you will leave here

feeling prepared, equipped, and excited for the upcoming school year. You don’t have to know

everything about the Bible or God in order to be a Sunday School teacher. All you need to be able to

do is teach that particular Sunday’s lesson, and we are here to equip and empower you along the way

to do so. Before we get started, let's pray together: Loving God, thank you for calling each and every

one of us here today to share your love with kids and their families. Please be with us as we prepare for

the year, and we pray now for the children we will encounter. May we be a blessing to them. Amen."

 

ICE BREAKER GAME

Two Truths and a Lie - Organize into groups of three or four. If each Sunday School class has a rotation

of teachers, organize that way. Otherwise, you can randomly organize, let them self-organize, or have

a fun way to do so. Each person tells two truths about themselves and one lie. The rest of the group

has to guess which one is the lie.

 

KIDS MIN 101

Provide basic details about your kids ministry. What's the point of your Kids Ministry? Does your church

have a vision and mission? If so, how does the KidsMin fit into that? What about a purpose statement?

How does your family ministry engage in discipleship, missions/service, and other outreach? What

"things" does the KidsMin do that are the bread and butter for your church? Lift them up now, and tell

some fun stories about how these things have impacted kids and their families in your community.
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TRAINING OUTLINE
SCHEDULE

What date does your programming begin, and when does it end? What are the times, and what time do

you expect the volunteers to arrive? What events happen in the Fall? Advent and Christmas? Winter?

Spring? Summer? When will your volunteers get a break?

 

But don't just show them the broad calendar schedule - who's teaching when? Go ahead and already

have the weekly assignments OR give them the chance to meet with their teaching team and divvy

them up on their own. If they do that, ask them to give you their schedule and communicate to you

when a change occurs.

 

CURRICULUM

Introduce the curriculum you will be using for Sunday School and/or mid-week programming. Walk

through the broad themes for the year, then go through a whole lesson together. Volunteers should

know what a typical kids gathering looks like, from start to finish. Keep it consistent each week, and

make it predictable for volunteers and families. 

 

POLICIES AND EXPECTATIONS

Go over your KidMin's policies and expectations. Feel free to adopt and/or adapt the ones included in

this guide.

 

COVENANT

Go over your KidMin's volunteer covenant. Feel free to adopt and/or adapt the one included in this

guide.

 

Q+A

Allow time for volunteers to ask questions.

 

CLOSING PRAYER

"Almighty God, thank you for our time together and for being with us as we prepare for the school

year. We give this year and our efforts to you. Amen."
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FOLLOW UP + APPRECIATION

REGULAR COMMUNICATION

The best way to retain volunteers is to make sure they feel

appreciated and well-equipped. Send out a weekly email to

your volunteers, with the lesson and scripture for the

upcoming week, a tip or two, and a heartfelt thank you for

their time and energy.

 

GET THEIR FEEDBACK

Ask how you can improve. Ask for their ideas. Invite open and

honest critique, and work with them to implement new things. 

 

CELEBRATE THEM!

Don't just say "thank you" and that's it. Remember their

birthdays. Send a handwritten thank you card. Do some social

media shoutouts. Make a slide with their names and pictures

to scroll before worship. Make them really feel appreciated.
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VOLUNTEER INFORMATION
NAME ___________________________________________

 

PHONE NUMBER ___________________________________

 

EMAIL ADDRESS ___________________________________

 

BIRTHDAY ________________________________________

 

AGE GROUP (CIRCLE ONE):

Preschool        Kindergarten        1st        2nd        3rd        4th       5th

Handout
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POLICIES + EXPECTATIONS
SAFETY + SECURITY

 All  volunteers must complete Safe Gatherings training and remain up-to-date in certification. All

Safe Gatherings policies and procedures apply to this KidsMin.

All volunteers must wear their official name tag when serving in KidsMin programming to help kids and

their parents/guardians identify them.

Welcome each child as they enter, and check them in on the roster.

Parents, guardians, or older siblings with a note from parent/guardian are the only ones who can

check a child out of your care. Adult volunteers must be the last ones to leave the room. Do not leave

children unattended.

 

PHYSICAL CONTACT

Appropriate physical contact includes: non-demanding, gentle touch of shoulders, hands, arms, head

or back; sitting child on leg; “high fives” or shaking hands.

Inappropriate physical contact includes: demanding hugs and kisses; touching chest, genital region,

upper legs, buttocks, waist, stomach; sitting child in center of your lap; sitting child between legs;

piggy back rides; seductiveness or suggestive contact.  Any physical contact of any kind that is done

for the pleasure or satisfaction of care providers is unacceptable. 

Any touching used to express power or control over a child (physically or sexually) is not appropriate.

 

DISCIPLINE

When dealing with challenges in the classroom, the primary focus is LOVE. We want them to experience

the love of God and feel connected while in Sunday School. Your patient, consistent approach will help

create a positive classroom environment. 

Praise specific behaviors you want to see in your group.

Give clear guidelines of what you expect.

Use Do’s instead of Don’ts.

Give Choices.

Some time away from the group is often helpful when a child has become emotionally upset. Allow

the child a few moments of “space” to compose themselves. This requires loving and compassionate

language, rather than sending them away from the group with shame. There is a difference between

punishment and allowing space for the child to work through his/her emotions. The goal is always

reintegration into the group.

Corporal punishment or verbal abuse of any kind is not acceptable. 

Avoid words, actions, tone of voice, or facial expressions that could cause feelings of condemnation

or shame. 

You are not alone in the teaching process. If you have tried several strategies with a child who is

consistently disruptive and do not experience a change in behavior, please notify a staff member for

help and guidance.
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POLICIES + EXPECTATIONS
MEDICAL EMERGENCY

Minor injuries can be treated with a little TLC, a cool cloth, or a Band-Aid. Small First Aid kits are

available in each classroom. 

In the event a child needs more attention than we can provide, please notify a staff member for

assistance. 

Remain calm and do not move the injured child. 

Wait for further instruction from a staff member.

 

SOCIAL MEDIA + DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

We encourage you to have healthy and safe relationships with children and youth via social media

and other digital communication, like texting. 

When engaging in digital communication with a child or youth, we encourage you to use it as a

means of communication and not a means of conversation. These conversations are hard to

document and generally not as productive. If a digital conversation becomes more in-depth, ask the

youth to meet in person to discuss the issue. 

Refrain from using profanity or degrading language on your social media accounts. 

Your social media profiles are public information. Please remove any photos, pages or interests that

contain profanity or references to or the presence of sex, illegal drugs, or excessive alcohol. We

encourage you to consider the children and youth and your responsibility as their spiritual leader

when posting or interacting with social media. 

 

ALCOHOL, TOBACCO + DRUGS

You are never to come to church, a youth event or an environment where you intend to visit with youth

or children (i.e. sporting events, recitals and other non-programmed activities) after consuming

alcohol within the last 8 hours and/or smelling like alcohol. If a ministry leader smells alcohol on you

or observes alcohol-related behavior, you will be asked to leave the event, and a follow-up meeting

will be scheduled that could result in termination.

You are never to offer a youth or child a substance that is illegal for a minor to consume or purchase. 

You are to refrain from the use or consumption of any substance that is illegal for you to use (illegal

drugs, alcohol if you are under 21, prescription drugs illegally obtained).
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VOLUNTEER COVENANT

As a volunteer in the KidsMin, I covenant to:

 

Have a genuine heart for God and nurture my relationships with

God, my family, my co-workers, and the church.

 

Be fed spiritually outside regular worship service and spend

time in Christian community.

 

Adhere to the KidsMin Policies and Expectations.

 

Communicate God’s love to each child who is in my care, and

model Christ-like behavior both in and out of the classroom.

 

Be dependable in my ministry by being faithful in attendance,

prepared to teach, and prompt in arriving. I will communicate

in advance to co-workers and directors when I must be absent.
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VOLUNTEER COVENANT

Characteristics of an effective KidsMin Leader:

 

Arrive early.

Arrive prepared by reading the lesson ahead of time.

Greet children at the door enthusiastically. 

Talk to children by physically getting down on their level. 

Encourage all children to participate. 

Join in activities with the children. 

Maintain a physically and emotionally safe environment. 

Ask questions and listen more than you talk. 

Pray for your children. 

Model what it means to be an authentic follower of Jesus

Christ.
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SAFE GATHERINGS STEP-BY-STEP

Go to www.safegatherings.com.

If this is your first time, click "Get Started" and create an

account. If you already have an account, login.

Click "My Courses".

Complete "Safe Gatherings Abuse Prevention Training".

Take the test at the end of the training.

Provide contact information of your references.

Release your information for the background check.

Once you complete the course, score at least an 80% on

the test, and all references are returned, you will receive an

email with your Safe Gatherings certificate. Forward this to

your pastor and/or KidsMin director. 

Remain up-to-date on your certification!
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